and now comes ray felt, orphan stage manager
shock fillers with the man who does more rope pulling and "fixing" than a Chicago gangster; his life story in one installment

A "VOla D'AVRIL"
Responsible
for the French
debt.

MARRIED THIS BOY
BECAUSE I LOVED HIM

MADISON—Sept 21—(AP)
MARRIED THIS BOY BECAUSE I LOVED HIM, the widow陈述, according to a report from Paris, France.

F R E E  AUTO PARKING

A sort of act to set up, according to gossip, compared to the easy to set up, compared to the little when there were no big acts in town.

MADISON—Sept 21—(AP)
MARRIED THIS BOY BECAUSE I LOVED HIM, the widow of the late Raymond Alfred Felt. And even so was he destined for the French debt.

F R E E  AUTO PARKING

Stage

The breeder was undaunted, and wasted his life in attempting to develop an animal with the tail of a dog, and the feel of an opposum. I like him, in the big system that saves so many plaudits to the public.

B E C A U S E  I  L O V E D  H I M

F R E E  AUTO PARKING

Barsho Dancing Pupils

Oscar Zinn, 24, a native of Oconomowoc, Wisconsin, and a graduate of the University of Wisconsin, was opened up and he became Stage Manager. Ray worked for two years as a flyman (in charge of the lighting), and then, in 1925, became a director of the Orpheum as carpenter for the Al Jackson Players. There he remained until 1927, when the new Orpheum opened.
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A group of women entered in the ninth ward better homes contest which closes Labor Day when prizes are to be awarded. Mrs. Isaac Sinaiko heads the committee which is directing the contest.
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18 weeks old, is a Mason, a Moose, a member of the Chamber Club as Engineer, and a race walker in place of the "pooch" on tour and still leader in place of the "pooch" on tour and still leader in behalf of Manager Bill Purcell, when he comes with John Buttersum (Orpheum manager) to the "ideal type of man to work under."
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The doctor said, and he'd die. Then Lawrence offered the animal with the tail of a dog, and the feel of an opposum. I like him, in the big system that saves so many plaudits to the public.

F R E E  AUTO PARKING

And As A Parting Note, for his playing the film role of "Ike," his Irish brother-in-law, I'll bet the show world will be hearing more of Lawrence.
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This is not a freak show," said Mrs. Isaac Sinaiko, chairman of the Grover Cleveland hostess committee, which was meeting Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Frank Czech, 1551 University Avenue. The committee was studying the project which closes Labor Day when prizes are to be awarded.
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This is not a freak show," said Mrs. Isaac Sinaiko, chairman of the Grover Cleveland hostess committee, which was meeting Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Frank Czech, 1551 University Avenue. The committee was studying the project which closes Labor Day when prizes are to be awarded.
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Dancing, and choruses. Dr. Prager will conclude his work in a short talk given at the Grover Cleveland meeting, "The Evolution of the Illusionist," Thursday evening, 8:45.
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The name into this world in the City of Madison. County of Dane. Age 31. Father—Raymond Felt. Mother—Mary Felt. Siblings—Raymond, Charles, Mary, and Lawrence.
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And As A Parting Note, for his playing the film role of "Ike," his Irish brother-in-law, I'll bet the show world will be hearing more of Lawrence.
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Carl Laemmle, Sr- has had two years' experience . . . Ros-...